
Art on Solana

The Solana blockchain has finally caught up with the NFT race. In such a short time, Solana
NFTs have become a popular choice on social media. Almost everyone in the cryptosphere now
has a Solana NFT on their displayed profile. As expected, this fast-growing adoption continues
to spike the prices of the NFTs.

Most NFTs feature a unique cover photo like avatar that can be used anywhere. The prices of
these NFTs are denominated in SOL, the native currency of the Solana blockchain, and they
range from as high as 900000 SOL to as low as 5 SOL, and this price floor keeps rising.

There is a remarkable number of NFTs embedded in the Solana Blockchain, a few of them are:
Kreechures, Degen Ape, Lobster Shark, Solana Monkey Business, Pixel Dude and Solarians,
among many other popular favorites.

Solanart, just like FTX, is one of many Solana NFT marketplaces that give users, buyers and
artists alike, an access portal to trade digital assets and NFTs from various collections.

At the moment, there are four NFT collections on Solanart: ApeShit Social Club, SolPunks,
SSBxSolPunks and Bold Badgers

Widely famous for how expensive a few of them are, SolPunks are Punk NFTs on the Solana
blockchain. There are only 10,000 of these tokens and each of them have attributes that make
them unique according to a defined rarity system.

The artists and developers built SolPunks to keep tokens non-exclusive. No first come first
serve, no special requests, no reservations, just a healthy pool of limited unique tokens waiting
to be bought.

After purchase, the SolPunk becomes linked to the buyer's wallet. The NFTs can be resold for
SOL tokens. The NFTs mentioned earlier can be purchased with SOL tokens and stored on the
Solana Blockchain.

There are no limits to the number of NFTs a user can own at a time, but when the available
NFTs in the collection become exhausted, purchasing at mint cost will be nearly impossible, or
rather extremely expensive.

You can trade other tokens and currencies for SOL on certified exchanges. On FTX, users can
trade and hold their tokenized assets on both the Solana and Ethereum blockchain. FTX is one
of only a handful of marketplaces that offer NFTs that are redeemable for real-life items that can
be shipped to the buyer's address. In June 2021 when the FTX NFT marketplace was unveiled,
an NFT for lunch with FTX CEO and founder, Sam Bankman-Fried bid for $110,000.



This is not the only head-turning news to come out of the US-based exchange. Earlier this year,
to appeal to the general public, FTX signed a $135 million partnership deal with famous
basketball team, Miami Heat, which eventually led to the renaming of their home court from
American Airlines Arena (AAA) to the FTX Arena.

The FTX exchange is NFT-friendly, and remains one of the best platforms to trade NFTs for SOL
and other Solana tokens.


